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This memorandum is designed to clarify PAR submissions when an employee is using
the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA).
Personnel Action Forms (PAR’s)
People First is the official time keeper for all state employees. For that reason, we must
enter leave into People First regardless of whether the employee is getting paid or not.
There are several PAR scenarios available when an employee is on FMLA. Below are
guidelines and examples of PARs for an employee who is on FMLA and what the PAR
should say.


For the payroll month, if the employee is paid any hours – that is considered
“authorized leave with pay” in the People First system.



For a payroll month where the employee is not paid any hours – that is
considered “authorized leave without pay” in the People First system.

Example 1 – Jerry is on FMLA starting January 4. He uses all of his available
leave by January 26. In this scenario, a PAR should be submitted January 4 (or
before) using BOMS Code 98, with comments stating “authorized leave with pay
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– FMLA”. Once Jerry exhausts his leave, a PAR should be submitted using
BOMS Code 58, with comments stating “leave without pay – FMLA”.
Example 2 – Elaine is on FMLA starting January 1 and stays out the entire
month. She has no leave to use. In this scenario, a PAR should be submitted
January 1 (or before) using BOMS Code 58, with comments stating “leave
without pay – FMLA”.
Example 3 – Kramer is on FMLA starting January 15 and stays out through
February. Since there is no BOMS transaction code for leave with pay, use
BOMS transaction code 98 (Miscellaneous Change) and put in the comments
that the employee is on leave with pay. JAC Payroll staff then codes that leave
in People First as “Authorized leave with Pay.’ This is because PF does not yet
have a code for “FMLA with Pay”. Please remember to state what type of leave
(i.e., FMLA, military, worker’s compensation, or personal).
Incidentally, using code 98 will not place the employee on Leave of Absence
(LOA).
Attached are PARs that will illustrate the order of Example 1.
Please contact me if you have any questions.
Thank you.

